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3-31-22 

State of the disaster in the world and outcome —My plans to move forward in it.  

Fulfilling the final dream. 

Trumps 5—IV, -XIII, XIV, -XX, XXI,  

Aces– 1 New Beginnings 

Swords 5— Intellectual matters or sickness, depression, troubles, death  

Wands 3—Great energy possibly against opposition 

Cups 1—Love (Happiness) 

Disks 1—Ace- New Business (Future) 

Court Cards 3 in Swords—Particular individuals, psychological aspects, societal meetings, 

many people. 

Numbers 1,7,8,9,10,10 most at or near end of cycles with 1 & 10 meaning end & beginning 

 

(Psalm 21) V 1-7 Self Re-phrased  —V 8-13 World  
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—PRESENT— 

SUBJECT OF QUERY 

 

10 Wands Oppression 

World 

Oppression, Imprisonment, Isolation, Lies, Ill Will, Detached from Spiritual Sources. 

Government has become tyranny. 

 

QUALIFIERS AND FOCUSSES 

 

3 Swords Sorrow 

World 

Secrecy, Perversion, Womb of Chaos where monstrous children desire to be creators. 

Sewing of discord, deceit, strife, separation, & melancholy 

 

Court Prince of Swords 

World 

Population of fanatics of fixed convictions which are no more than a whim of the moment. 

Out of relation to facts, they are unoriginal & energized with power found selling the mani-

festation of unrealistic ideas and ideals.  
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—PRESENT MOVING TO RELATIVELY IMMEDIATE FUTURE— 

 

Court Queen of Swords 

World 

A time when war and a desire for peace is a prominent theme in collective thinking.  

People awakening to becoming vigilant, independent, intelligent and resourceful.  

 

10 Swords Ruin 

World 

Disruption and disorder of reliable stable energy. 

The ruin of mental & moral qualities of intellect & in some cases causing insanity from neg-

ative thinking springing from soulless mechanisms. Reason run mad. 

*Frieda Harris Note: I have done the 10 of swords and promptly Russia takes up arms. 

 

Court Knight of Swords 

World 

There are men themselves incapable of decision that are deceitful, tyrannical and crafty and 

who have existed in a self induced excited state for too long. They are producing evil.  

It is a good time for the population to learn to become better at being analytical in order to 

know things for what they really are. 
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— MOVEMENT THROUGH TO FUTURE— 

 

7 Wands Valour 

World 

The art of battle has turned into a mindless melee that is beginning to run out of energy. 

This is a soldiers’ battle with possible victory to be won by individual(s) valor requiring 

courage to meet quarreling, ignorance, pretense, wrangling and threatening.  

 

Trumps XX The Aeon 

World 

The final judgement of this age. God destroys the old including the self deceived megaloma-

niacs, but it is too early for the new to exist yet. Humans rise up to partake in the essence of 

the new Aeon with possibly 3 dominant leaders. There are unlimited possibilities ahead in a 

time of concentrated political power, with a focus on travel and communication. These may 

be dark ages but we have brighter torches & more torch bearers than ever before. 

 

1 Disks Ace 

World 

Mark of the beast meaning the mixture of spirit and earth of which mankind is a part of 

producing a new relationship for mankind and nature with the study of nature lending to 

insights to self and humanity. Moving away from power for those blinded by greed & who 

take advantage of others. 

. 
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— UNDERLYING PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS— 

 

Trumps XIV Art 

World 

Love longing for unity & harmony causes the union of what disintegrated to reform on a 

new level turning what was into it’s opposite. It rectifies the past by following a new path of 

God’s true will. Opposing forces combine to rise through the scum of old behaviors, illnesses, 

repressions & blind minds. 

 

9 Cups Happiness 

World 

The highest form of love is the love of God which results in deep unshakable faith. LOVE 

opens Optimism, Happiness, Harmony and Joy during a time of gratitude and wisdom. 

(What the world needs now, is love sweet love, no not just for some but for everyone.) 

 

Trumps IV Emperor 

World 

Government by means of the courageous contained by the spiritual authority of THE 

WORD. A deep understanding of the will of the WHOLE is necessary for good leadership 

including humility & submission to God’s law, dynamism & power. Then will war & strife be 

avoided while justice, order & stability are maintained rather than authoritarian chaos. 
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— KARMA  AND  DESTINY ASPECTS— 

 

Trumps XIII Death 

World 

Likely sudden or swift, destruction of the old is necessary for a positive & creative new way 

of life being the logical development of existing conditions. Old ideas & concepts must die 

and be buried for souls imprisoned by them to be released from their bonds.  

 

8 Wands Swiftness 

World 

The moment has come for everyone to define where they stand. The energy is about to ex-

plode into reality. Violence in warfare will not be long lasting. Love of freedom prevails. 

 

Trumps XX1 Universe 

Both 

Happy times filled with openness & vitality. International Alliances & travel are important. 

The door to liberation is fulfilling the connection to God. Cosmic Citizenship.  

World 

The crystallization of all matters, conclusions of karma & solutions for confinement.  

.  
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Psalm 21 

For the choir director: A psalm of David. 

(Self) 

1 How the queen rejoices in your strength, O Lord!  She shouts with joy because you give her victory. 
2 For you have given her, her heart’s desire;  you have withheld nothing she requested.  
3 You welcomed her back with success and prosperity.  You placed a crown of finest gold on her head. 
4 She asked you to preserve her life,  and you granted her request. The days of her life stretch on forever. 
5 Your victory brings her great honor, and you have clothed her with splendor and majesty. 
6 You have endowed her with eternal blessings and given her the joy of your presence. 
7 For the queen trusts in the Lord. The unfailing love of the Most High will keep her from stumbling. 
 

(World) 
 
8 You will capture all your enemies.  Your strong right hand will seize all who hate you. 
9 You will throw them in a flaming furnace when you appear. The Lord will consume them in his anger;  fire will devour 
them. 
10 You will wipe their children from the face of the earth;  they will never have descendants. 
11 Although they plot against you, their evil schemes will never succeed. 
12 For they will turn and run  when they see your arrows aimed at them. 
13 Rise up, O Lord, in all your power.  With music and singing we celebrate your mighty acts. 
 

 


